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1 About Underfloor Heating

It’s not new!
UFH was first introduced to Britain by the Romans about 2,000 years ago, who spread the concept of “central
heating” throughout their Empire.

Initially the preserve of the rich, UFH became increasingly commonplace in public buildings and villas, particularly
in the colder regions of the Roman Empire.

The system the Romans employed involved “hypocausts” or ducts under the floor and flues in walls with hot air
from fires travelling through them.

The hot air would then warm the tiles or bricks and the heat would be passed into rooms.

What the Romans, and indeed earlier civilizations, had discovered was that this form of heating was incredibly
efficient.

There was no need to continually feed or stoke the fires and a relatively small furnace could heat an entire property.

In the 1960s, UFH made something of a comeback in the UK, but this time electrical systems were used.
Unfortunately, they proved expensive to run, were prone to mechanical failure and they often didn’t deliver the
required heat. Even today when you mention “under floor heating”, many people think back to the old electrical
heating systems.

However, in Europe a different form of UFH was developed; warm water UFH. It proved an instant success and has
remained popular ever since, particularly in colder Northern Europe, in the likes of Germany and Scandinavia,
but even in Mediterranean countries like Spain, France and Italy.

In the UK, steel pipe warm water UFH emerged from the Industrial Revolution and during Queen Victoria’s reign
became popular in many public buildings.

Liverpool’s Royal Liver Building, its Catholic Cathedral, plus London’s famous Houses of Parliament are just a
few examples of places where operational systems still exist.

Not until the introduction of plastic water pipes for floor heating in 1975 did installation costs reduce sufficiently
to enable warm water UFH systems to become a credible option in the main UK central heating market that we
know today.

Today warm water UFH is proving increasingly popular in the UK, particularly among self-builders who can choose
to install a UFH system during the build.

Basic principles of warm water UFH
Whilst there are a number of manufacturers’ systems on the market, the basic principle of all types of UFH is
the same:

• To warm the floor and create a low temperature heat source with a large surface area.

With UFH, the entire floor becomes a “warmth radiator” under a person’s feet, instead of one relatively small
piping hot radiator on the wall.
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The temperature of the floor has to be high enough to warm the room to normal living temperatures (20°C for most
rooms, 22°C in bathrooms or similar for UFH), but never too warm so as to become uncomfortable underfoot.
Then as the heat rises, the room is warmed to a comfortable uniform level.

A warm water UFH system works by pumping relatively low temperature water (typically 35°-55°C) through
a series of continuous high quality, plastic or plastic metal composite pipes which are laid under the floor.

Since the entire floor can now act as a radiant heat source (UFH systems rely greatly on radiant heat transfer,
which conveys 50 to 60% or more of the heat produced) it doesn’t have to emit as much heat per square metre
compared to a much smaller wall radiator which produces only 20% radiant heat.

That’s why the water temperature can be lower than when employing a standard central heating system which
means the boiler uses less fuel, which is good for the environment!

The illustration below shows a comparison of temperature profiles for various methods of heating

The floor surface temperature required for the UFH system is usually quite low and very close to the room
temperature. It should be at or below 29°C in all occupied areas in order to achieve an acceptable level of foot
comfort, although lower temperatures such as 27°C for timber floors are sometimes required for delicate floor
structures or surface finishes.

It’s important that floor coverings do not provide too high a level of insulation or the heat in the UFH system may
not be able to raise the room temperature to its design level, particularly in the case of underlay and fitted carpets
or laminate floor coverings.

A warm water UFH system is ideally suited to high efficiency gas boilers, but can just as easily be used with any
other heat sources, including ground source heat pumps.

The plastic pipes are placed in the floor construction which can be either a solid floor (concrete and screed), or
timber floor systems. No inaccessible joints except in the case of damage repairs should be placed under the floor
and pipe lengths without any joints should be used throughout, then placed with sufficient spacing to ensure
uniform warmth.

Warm water is then pumped into the tubes and around the rooms which can be zoned with individual thermostats.

When the room temperature falls, the thermostat triggers the corresponding electrical actuator on the manifold.
Hot water from the boiler is then blended, via a mixing valve, with the warm water returning from the UFH system.
This water is then pumped around the zone until the air temperature reaches the desired level and switches the
zone off. The process is entirely automatic, providing warmth in an unobtrusive, comfortable and economic way.
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What three factors do you think will determine the control of the system?

These are:

• Water temperature

• Water flow

• Pipe spacing

Pipe spacing is fixed once the system is designed and installed so working control is achieved by varying water
temperature and flow using either:

• Room thermostats

• Floor thermostats

• Weather compensators

• A combination of the above

Time control and set-back systems are also used, although on/off systems are not favoured because of the
slower response of some UFH systems. You’ll learn more about ‘set-back’ later.

Many of the systems are fed through mixing headers. Direct connection high efficiency boilers and heat pumps
can benefit in efficiency from the boiler flow and return temperatures used in UFH systems.

Whilst warm water UFH is easiest to install in new build or complete renovation situations, kits are available which
allow the addition of a warm water UFH system in, for example, a conservatory or new extension. These kits are
designed to link up and add to an existing central heating system. They are easy to install and are available in
various sizes and packages from UFH manufacturers.

Overview of the basic principles of warm water UFH systems
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Advantages of underfloor heating

What do you think might be the advantages of UFH?

Advantages

• Energy efficient ‘invisible’ warmth – savings on running costs compared to radiator systems

• Uniform heat – good distribution over the whole room

• Greater level of comfort – the temperature profile is very close to ideal human comfort levels

• No cold floors – stone and ceramic floors are more pleasant underfoot when warm

• Complements the operation of high efficiency boilers – UFH is designed to operate at lower temperatures
than radiator systems

• Ideal for modern lifestyles – allows total freedom on furniture layout and room utilisation

• Clean interior design – no dusting behind radiators required

• Safe for children, elderly and the less able – no exposed hot surfaces to create a burn hazard

• Low allergy – convected airborne dust levels reduced and UFH discourages house dust mite within floor
coverings

• Low maintenance – no decoration or renewal of radiators, and no radiators to ‘drop’ to enable redecoration
of rooms

• No staining of walls – convective air currents above radiators often stain decorations

• No visible second fix piping – less trade co-ordination problems

• Less likelihood of insurance leak claims – no risk of leaks from radiators and associated connections

• Silent running – no expansion creaking or water flow noise via radiators

• Ideal for high ceilings – maintains the heat at the same level as the occupancy
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Underfloor Heating Design Worksheet
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6 Underfloor Heating Design Worksheet

The worksheet has been created in logical steps to follow the normal pattern of work preferred by designers.

The information required at this stage is not always readily available and you may have to obtain information,
such as floor finishes, from the architect or client.

Heat loss calculations should have been carried out in order to properly assess the building’s true behaviour.
As mentioned previously, there’s no need to allow for floor losses initially, as allowance is made later.

Residential designs which include feature fireplaces/log burning stoves are at risk of over-ventilation and whilst
the floor heating system can accommodate up to two air-changes per hour with complete ease, further air
infiltration due to flues may require supplementary heat emitters when the fire is not in use. That is unless a
dedicated air supply is provided directly into the fireplace to cover both combustion and flue dilution requirements.

1. Fill in the worksheet global parameters, for example:

• Enter the room name, its design room temperature

• Enter screed depth, or if timber UFH, insert the word “Wood” instead

2. Floor areas are measured ‘gross’, in square metres, without deductions

3. Unheated areas must be shown separately and include obvious areas to avoid such as below toilet WC
pans, fridge freezers, and also:

• Sink units which may often contain perishable food

• Cold water pipe locations where the temperature could exceed 25°C

• Wood floors also have an unheated area at the end of each pipe run at the return bend position. Also
regions may be left inactive due to timber construction (with wood floors containing aluminium heat
conductor panels it is quite normal to find up to 20% area loss). If in doubt assume 20% loss of active
heated surface

4. Net heated area, is that active area remaining after all deductions

5. Enter the floor surface finish; this is very important, and should be verified with the client to avoid
problems later

6. Resistance category of the floor finish, must be determined and may require some research in terms of
contacting carpet makers or suppliers. Initially it is customary to design for a carpet/wood category 0.15m2k/W
which will mostly be found in a living room, whilst a contract carpet category 0.10m2k/W will mostly be found
in an office NB. Is contract carpet correct?

7. Room heat loss required should then be entered

8. Heat loss adjustments – deduct any downward loss that may have been previously included. Also make
any adjustments here for auxiliary heaters or any gains from other rooms or areas which significantly affect
requirements

9. Design heat output is the calculated summary of 5 and 6 above
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